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PICOSECOND LASER PULSES 

Sunvnary 

The effort under this contract during the past reporting period can be 
divided into four general categories: 

1. Dynamic Spectroscopy of Picosecond Pulses; The technical problem 

involved here is the development of techniques for the measurement of tha phase 

structure of pulses produced by mode-looked neodymium glass (or other) lasers. 

The work has involved both experimental measurements of the phase structure and 

analytical modelling of possible phase structure characteristics that are 

consistent with the experimental results» It has been known for some time that 

the pulses produced by a rode-locked neodymium glass laser have a time bandwidth 

product (6u>5t) that is considerably in excess of the minimum value of approximately 

2n  that is determined by the classical uncertainty principle. This implies that 

the pulses do not consist of a smooth envelope modulating a constant optical 
carrier, but possesses instead an amplitude or phase substructure. Previous works 

using pulse compression has demonstrated that a considerable portion of the 

observed bandwidth is due to a sweep of the optical carrier frequency, with lower 

frequencies preceding the higher frequencies. The information that can be obtained 
from pulse compression experiments is limited; it would be desirable to obtain a 

more detailed description of the frequency vs time characteristics of the pulses. 

The dynamic spectrogram technique that has been developed is capable of providing 

this more detailed description. A dynamic spectrogram depicts the intensity as a 

function of frequency and time simultaneously, subject to the uncertainty 

6a>5t «s 2rT. An instrument for measuring dynamic spectrograms has been developed 

and demonstrated. This instrument involves the use of an ultrafast spectrometer 

in conjunction with a two photon absorption cell to display the frequency sweep 

rate as a function of wavelength for picosecond laser pulses. Measurements have 

been made that reconfirm the presence of a linear component of the frequency sweep 

and also indicate the presence of higher order components. Linear, parabolic and 

sinusoidal dynamic spectrograms (frequency vs time characteristics) have been 

interpreted theoretically. The change in the dynamic spectrogram of a pulse that 

is brought about by linear pulse compression and the resultant change in pulse 

envelope shape have been computed for a typical picosecond pulse. 

This work represents an advance in the technology available for the measurement 

of the detailed properties of optical pulses on extremely short (picosecond) time 

scales. The techniques developed could be applied to the measurement of the 

perturbations imposed upon a short pulse by an optical communication channel and 

to the determination of the ultimate information handling capacity of the channel. 

-1- 
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In the erea of basic investigations of the interaction of short pulses and 

matter, the techniqusB developed provide a valuable tool for the determination of 

the phase structure changes produced by many linear and nonlinear processes. 

2. Pulse Propagation in Resonant Media: The technical problem addressed by 

the research in this area is that of the nonlinear propagation effects that occur 

when a short duration pul.se propagates in a resonantly amplifying or a1 orbing 

raeiia. In this context, a short pulse is meant to imply a pulse of sufficiently 

short duration compared to the relaxation times of the medium that coherent inter- 

action ta^es place. Phenomena such as self induced transparency, pulse breakup 

and photon echoes are examples of such coherent propagation effects. Most of tha 

work in this area at other laboratories has involved numerical computation of the 

propagation effects; the work under this contract has been analytical and has 

attempted to obtain closed form solutions describing a number of these effects. 

This effort has met with a considerable degree of suscess. Previous work has led 

to the analytical description of 2nn  pulse propagation. During this period it 

has been found that the description of the pulse propagation in terms of coupled 

Maxwell and Bloch equations in the slowly varying envelope approximation shares, 

with the Korteweg-deVries equation, the property of possessing conservation laws 

in addition to those of field energy and field momentum. Two conservation laws 

beyond these have been obtained. They enable one to determine analytically the 

final amplitude of each of the 2rr pulses into which any pulse of area less than 

7TT will decompose as it propagates through a resonant attenuator. 

An article entitled "Analytical Descriptions of Ultrashort Optical Pulse 

Propagation in a Resonant Medium" by G. L. Lamb, Jr. is scheduled for publication 

in the April 1971 issue of the Reviews of Modern Physics. This article will 

present a comprehensive summary of much of the work on conerent pulse propagation 

that has been supported under the present contract. 

The research in this area is of a very fundamental nature. It provides 

valuable insights into the new typss of effects that can occur when high inxensity 

optical pulses interact coherently with matter. 

3. Stimulated Raman Scattering and Vibrational Decay Measurements: The work 

in this area has been concerned with the use of high power picosecond pulses from 

a mole-locked ruby laser to investigate several aspects of transient stimulated 

Raman scattering (TSRS) and to make use of TSRS for the investigation of molecular 

vlbrational relaxation times. Tne work has been mainly experimental. Stimulated 

Raman scattering requires the buildup of a material excitation. This process has 

a finite response time determined by the reciprocal of the spontaneous Raman line 

width. Because of this, Q-switched pulse excitation generally leads to a steady 

state response while mode-locked pulse excitation leads to a transient response. 

A number of novel features of TSRS that have been predicted theoretically by other 

workers have been confirmed experimentally at UARL. It has been verified that: 

a) the TSRS gain is proportional to the integrated Raman line cross section and is 

independent of the Raman line width, b) the Stokes pulses are narrowed in time 
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rather than in frequency as is -ehe case in steady state SRS, c) the Stokes pulses 

are delayed with respect to the exciting pulse, and d) an estimate can be made of 

the shape of the exciting laser pulse. Some other important results of the work on 

TSKS are: a) the observation of strong vibrational SRS in a large number of 

gastes for which SRS had not previously been observed, b) the observation of 

strong rotational SRS in COg, NgO and Op; c) the first observation of self 

focussing in a gas in a parallel beam; and d) the observation of high conversion 

efficiency that leads to the production of an appreciable molecular population in 

the excited vibrational state. This makes TSRS important for the investigation 

of molecular kinetics. 

TSRS produces appreciable V = 1 vibrational population in a variety of gases 

such as Ng, Og, COo, NgO, CO, HC1, HBr, SF,-, CHi^, CgH^ and others. The decay of 

this population car be monitored by a variety of techniques including: a) subse- 

quent fluorescence (in gases such as CO, GOp, NgO, HC1, HBr), b) excited state 

anti-Stokes scattering using a secondary laser (applicable to all gases), and 

c) refractive index changes resulting from the thermalization of vibrational 

excitation (applicable to all gases). These techniques for the measurement of 
vibrational relaxation times have advantages over other vjchniques in that 

measurements can be made at any temperature and that the excitation is highly 

selective; only the V = 1 state is appreciably populated. Work is currently in 

progress using techniques a) and c). 

The major implication cf this work is that TSRS provides a valuable tool for 

the study of molecular relaxation rates in a number of gases that are of current 
or potential interest for chemical lasers. 

U.    Ultrafast Flashlamp and High Power Dye Laser Research: The goal of 

this program is to develop techniques to obtain reasonably efficient operation 

and high average power output from organic dye lasers. The work to date has 

been experimental and has been concerned with the development of several types 

of flashlamps for use with dye lasers. 

An ultrafast capillary tube flashlamp has been developed with a rise time 

of 10 nsec and a pulse width cf 35 - 150 nsec (FWHM). One of the objects of this 
work was to eliminate the triplet quenching problem that arises when longer 

duration pulses are used. This type of lamp has been successfully used to excite 

dyes such as rhodamine 6G and B and sodium fluorescein. These dyes lased strongly 

and there was no evidence of triplet quenching. The lamps were used in a linear 

close packed pumping cavity and were operated et an electrical input eneigy of 

2.5 joules. Pulse repetition rates of the order of one per second could be 

achieved and tat overall conversion efficiency (electrical to laser energy) was 

about O.OU percent. Maximum optical power output was of the order of one milli- 

watt. These lamps were used to pump a number of blue-emitting dyes with much 

less successful results. A number of the normally strongly lasing dyes could 

not be made to läse. A possible reason for this, and also for the relatively 

low overall conversion efficiency is the fact that the color temperature of the 
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discharge is very high (~ 100,000oK). As a result of this, only about two 

percent of the total emitted energy is in the 2000 - 5000 A band useful for 

exciting the visibly emitting dyes. The rich ultraviolet content could lead 

to oopulation of absorbing excited states which could explain the poor results 

obtained with the blue emitting dyes. 

Another program is in progress zo  develop a flashla'ap capable of handling 
much higher energies and being operated at higher repetition rates. This lamp 

is an open arc operated between massive electrodes and at pressures of one 

atmosphere or above. The rise time of this lamp is longer, of the order of 

250 nsec and the total flash duration is of the order of 1200 nsec. The color 

temperature is lower and consequently a greater fraction (7-14 percent) of the 

energy is emitted in the useful spectral region between 2000 and 5000 Angstroms. 

The main advantage of this type of lamp is its power handling capability. The 

energy input per pulse is in the range of 50 - 100 joules and the repetition 

rates are of the order of 20 pps. The lamp itself has been successfully tested 

and will soon be used to excite a dye using a specially designed spherical 

pumping cavity. Estimates of efficiencies based on results of other workers 

indicate that average laser power outputs in the range of 0.25-^ W should be 
obtainable. 

If the performance of chis dye laser system meets expectations, it will 

make available a high average power quasi-continuous source of visible radiation 

at a very modest cost (compared for instance to a high power, frequency doubled 

YAG laser). In addition, the output is tunable by a number of techniques that 

have been used with other dye lasers. 

If successful operation is achieved this laser will be a valuable tool for 

the investigation of a variety of phenomena, p'utura experiments could involve 

the production of CJV radiation by harmonic generation, the investigation of the 

frequency dependence of harmonic generation and other nonlinear effects, the 

investigation of resonant Rayleigh scattering (important for pollution detection) 

and resonant Raman scattering and experiments on flash photolysis. 

Effort supported wholly or in part by the subject contract has led to the 

following publications and presentations: 

a) M. E. Mack, "Bleachable Dyes", presented as an invited paper at the 

1970 General Motors Research Conference on the Physics of Opto- 

Electronic Materials, Warren, Michigan. 

b) E. L. Carman, M. E. Mack and J. Reintjes, "Self Trapped Filaments in 
Gases and Liquids Created from Trains of Picosecond Pulses". 

c) R. L. Carman, F. Shimlzu, J. Reintjes, N. Bloembergen and M. E. Mack, 

"Stimulated Raman Scattering in the Picosecond Time Regime". 

.U. 
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d) E. B. Treacy, "Pulse Compression and Dynamic Spectroscopy", (invited 
Paper). This paper and the preceeding two papers were presented at 
the 1970 International Quantum Electronics Conference, Kyoto, Japan. 

e) G. L. Lamb, Jr. and M. 0. Scully, "Higher Conservatior Laws for 
Ultrashort Opticul Pulse Propagation in an Inhomogeneously Broadened 
Medium", presented at the New York Meeting of the American Hiysical 
Society, 1-k  February 1971. 

f) G. L. Lamb, Jr. "Analytical Descriptions of Ultrashort Optical 
Fulse Propagation", accepted for Publication in Reviews of Modern 
Physics, scheduled for April 1971 issue. 

g) G. L. Lamb, Jr. "Higher Conservation Laws in Ultrashort Optical Pulse 
Propagation", Physics Letters 32A, 251-252, 27 July 1970. 

h) E. B. Treacy, "Picosecond Light Pulses", Colloquium presented at the 
Physics Department, University of Queensland, Queensland, Australia, 
September 25, 1970. 
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SECTION I 

Measurement and Interpretation of Dynamic 

Spectrograffls of Picosecond Light Pulses 

This section is a preprint of a paper with the above title by E. B. Treacy 

that has been submitted for publication in the Journal of Applied Itiysics. 

Physical optics has been concerned primarily with quasi-continuous wave 

trains, with little effort devoted so far to the study of optical pulses. The 

present paper describes an atoempt to study picosecond pulses^ generated by a 

mode-locked M:glass laser, using extensions of son» well known principles of 

physical optics for design of instrumentation that can match in time response 

th-5 rapid time development of the pulse itself. 

The important structure measurements made previously on picosecond pulses 
have been: (i) time resolved spectra^, which display the spectrum of each member 

of a section of the pulse train on film; (ii) intensity correlation of pulses 
through second harmonic generations (SHG) and through two-photon absorption 

fluorescence^'1 (TPF); and (iii) combination of pulse compression»6 with TPF. 

The information obtained from these techniques is in the following forms. 

Time resolved spectra give |g(u))p where g(üü) is the Fourier transform of the 
pulse A(t)eiH't)e"iUJot, A and f denoting the amplitude and phase modulations. 

The measurements reveal a spectral content of typically 103 cm-1 to 200 cm-1 in 

the individual pulses, whr'ch is sufficient to yield pulse durations as short as 

0.3 psec to 0.15 psec. The intensity correlation techniques give the symmetric 

function ^P^-ix)  A2(t + T) dt, sensitive only to the amplitude structure and not 

to the phase modulation, ^e pulse shape cannot be reconstructed from the inten- 

sity correlation, although an estimate of the effective pulse duration is readily 

obtained. It is typically 5 psec to 10 psec, the discrepancy with the subpico- 

sccond numbers quoted above indicating the existence of considerable phase modu- 

lation. Pulse compression techniques give fßSft) B2(t + T)dt and fp2^) A (t + T)dt 

where 8(t) is the amplitude of a Fresnel transform? of A(t)e^(t). The technique 

depends on introducing a frequency dependent time delay into the pulse to trans- 

form it ir.to another pulse in which the amplitude B is sensitive to the original 

phase modulation j. Subpicosecond components are found on the transformed pulses 

proving that the origiaal pulses have a positive frequency sweep over a 

considerable portion of their effective duration. The intensity correlation of 

the compressed pulse against the original pulse reveals an asymmetry in the pulse 

envelope, the rise time being longer than the fall time. 

i 
I 

i 

All the above techniques suffer in being very indirect making it difficult 

to dea ice tha AM and FM pulse structure. There are no optical oscilloscopes that 

-6- 
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can display a short light pulse in the way that a conventional oscilloscope dis- 

plays an audio or radio frequency pulse. However, there exists for the audio 

spectrum a technique that appears to be adaptable to picosecond pulse technology 

wherein one measures a dynamic spectrogram"»9 (also called a sonagram) in which 

the intensity and carrier frequency are displayed as functions of time. The 

present paper discusses experimental techniques for dynamic spectroscopy of 

picosecond nulses and the interpretation of some simple spectrograms in terms of 

amplitude and phase modulation. Since standard high resolution spectroscopy can 

be performed simultaneously with the dynamic spectroscopy, particular emphasis 

is placed on measurement of the shape of the spectrogram. A knowledge of the 

shape of tha spectrogram and the spectral amplitude is sufficient in many cases 
for reconstruction of the optical pulse. 

There are circumstances in which a dynamic spectrogram is actually a much 

simpler representation of pulses than is a description of the AM and FM. The 

phase structure curve for a hypothetical pulse shown in Fig. 1 which gives a 

functional relationship between carrier frequency cp = a)0-^ and time t, will be 

used as an example to illustrate this point. The lower part of the curve depicts 

a decrease in carrier frequency fonlowed by an increase, thus making the time a 

double - valued function of the frequency. This effect will lead to a modulation 

of the power spectrum, with the local periodicity in spectral intensity l(u)) 

reflecting the difference between the times at which the carrier frequency passes 

through the corresponding value of oi. Such effects are well known in optical 

spectra of short pulse?.■1-ü Obviously one must also consider the possibility 

of cp being a multiple-valued function of t as on the left side of the curve of 

Fig. 1.1. During the time interval that UJ is double-valued the upper and lower 

branches of the curve interfere giving pulsations in the pulse amplitude. At a 

certain time, cp can change from double-valued to single-valued 90 that if one is 
to represent the pulse by a single expression like A(t)e:^* (t)e"

lu,o ^ -^e phase 

term ^(t) will show a jump in its time derivative at that point, and the pulsa- 

tions in envelope due to interference between the two branches of sp will disappear. 

Even if one could observe an oscillogram of the pulse under discussion, the 

underlying simple phase structure would be difficult to deduce. For this and 

other reasons, it makes sense to attempt to measure the dynamic spectrogram, the 

shape of which resembles the phase structure curve; and then to deduce the 

corresponding AM and FM. 

A chirped pulse will cause sequential responses in a set of bandpass filters 

tuned to different frequencies. In Fig. 1 the responses at times r-^iuao), 

T^cu-,), TpCoJo), T3(<Wi) and T^VU^) are illustrated for filters UJ^, UQ  and o^ 
each with width 5u) and response time 5t approximately equal to 2n/5a). Because 

of the classical uncertainty between frequency and time msasurements it may be 

convenient to think of the u) - T spa,Ge as being divided into cells of area 2TT by 

a rectangular grid, and a physical measurement of the type under discussion could 

at best result in the assignmsnt of a complex number representing the analytic 

signal to each cell of the space, to yield a kind of matrix as discussed by 

Gabor. »^ For picosecond pulses, our aim at present is less ambitious in 

-7- 
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that we seek only the intenaitles ir the various cells. If only a few cells 

are filled it is more convenient to thiuk of the information as being conveyed 

in the form of a density in the u? - T plane (as on a photographic plate) with a 

low resolution, the area of the resolvable spot being roughly the cell size. 

Within the constraint Suj H « 2n, there is still the cell shape to be considered, 

and soms judicial choice c juld be made if we knew beforehand the shape of the 

phase structure curve; but in general one should attempt perhaps to divide the 

total time duration /\t of the pulse and the total bandwidth AW into approximately 

the sams number of intervals, this number being roughly the square root of the 
time-bandwidth product N of the pulse, defined by 

The phase structure curve will then pass through at least /N cells and can thus 
be determined with this same number of resolvable points. 

Thus, one would like to know the phase structure curve, but in fact, by 

making measurements with filter responses would obtain the dynamic spectrogram''' 

which gives the intensity and carrier frequency (defined to within 6UJ) versus 

time (defined to within 6t). A high resolution spectrometer uses a 6t much 

larger than the pulse duration it to present a spectrum |g(ai)j2 whereas measure- 

ment of the pulse AM and FM would require an instrument such as an oscilloscope 

with tm much larger than the pulse bandwidth ^uj. Denoting the phase of g(a;) by 

C?((D), that is g(a)) = jgGiOle^W, it is clear that the spectrometer gives 

2(<B)|2 whereas the dynamic spectrogram sacrifices some information on |g(a))|2 

to provide partial information on 9(a)). 

Interpretation of Simple Spectrograms 

If a measured spectrogram has everywhere a width approximately equal to the 
theoretically expected minimum as determined by the w-r uncertainty, we call it 

"simple". Hot all pulses are expected to have a simple spectrogram, for example 
a short burst of random noise might have as its spectrogram an intensity that 

changes slowly from cell to cell, covering an extended region of the OU-T space. 

(On the other hand a simple spectrogram may produce an AM that looks much like 
random noise.) 

From the simple spectrogram one reads the arrival time T(U)) at a point in 
space as a function of angular frequency u). As a result of the uncertainty one 
does not know the exact details of the curve T versus u), but as a guess might 

choose to draw the curve smoothly through the most intense part of the spectrogram. 

+ The term "dynamic" (rather than "timp-resolved") spectroscopy is preferred when 

the instrumentation comes close to achieving the minimum uncertainty unfits2n. 

•8- 
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This guess will be fairly accurate if the width of the spectrogram is close to 

ics theoretical minimum. If the resulting curve is a vertical straight line, 

corresponding to identical arrival times T for all wave groups m,  there is little 
phase modulation and g(u)) may be chosen real (cp(a)) = 0) with good approximation. 

(The quality of the approximation does not affect the following considerations.) 

The corresponding pulse is given by 

G(tJ « /gjwle'iartd«u (1.2a) 

(1.2b) e■,ü', do» :/|g(*)| 

where gv(u)) corresponds to the vertical line spectrogram and where the second 

equality is the approximation. 

Ii r(iii)  is single-valued, tue  pulse could in principle be 'recessed by a 
linear system (called a pulse compressor) that would make r(w)  independent of m 
and Bq. (1.2) would now describe the compressed pulte. The quality of this 

compressed pulse will be discussed below. The actual pulse Igfa»)}«^1'*' has a 
spectrogram that may be considered as having been generated by a simple trans- 
forination on the pulse described by Bq. (1.2) having T(U>) = 0. Any element of 

the spectrogram at frequency u> has been transformed through a group delay 

T(a) from T = 0 to its present position. This group delay is related to the 

phase shift cp (ID) by the relation 

r(tü)= d(£tüi)/da> (1.3) 

Integration of Bq. (1.3), therefore, gives the required phase in terms of the 
measured T (UJ) : 

and the actual time representation of the pulse is given by the Fourier transform: 

by the faltung theorem, where G describes the corresponding compressed pulse and 

^t^/l^'^e-'w.^ (1.6) 
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Here the interval UJ^ to u^ has to enclose the range where |g(u)}| is non-zero. 
Equation (1.5) gives the actual pulse as a convolution between its compressed 
counterpart G(t) containing the spectral amplitude information (obtained from a 
spectrometer), and the function y(t) which contains the phase information 
(obtained from the spectrogram). In what follows, we shall ccmpute Y(t) for 
som? simple single-valued forms of the function T(UJ).  (if T (tu) is not single- 
valued, the spectrogram may be divided into segments having single-valued T, 
and each segment may be analyzed separately.) 

It is at this point that one would prefer to have available Gabor's matrix 
of complex numbers rather than .just the intensities. The relative phases of 
different filter responses are related simply to the arguments of these complex 
r.umbers.  (See Fig. 1.9 of Gabor's paper".) Consider for example the vertical 
spectrogram that has been generated by transforming the T'S to have a constant 
value as just described. If the different filter signals all peak in phase with 
one another at an instant in the interval spanning the common T(U))> then the pulse 
being measured is about as short and its peak amplitude as large as its bandwidth 
and energy will allow, and Bq. (1.2b) will describe the compressed pulse G(t) 
accurately. If the phases of the filter excitations do not satisfy this ideal 
condition, the pulse G(t) will be more complex and may be noise-like with total 
duration somewhere between that of the ideal compressed pulse of Bq.. (l.2b) 
and the width of the spectrogram, depending on the randomness of the phase. 
Bquaxion (1.5) still holds: it is Just that one cannot easily decide the best 
choice for G(t); but the nature of the convolution is such that the choice of 
Eq. (1.2b) will be most satisfactory for long pulses, and the error introduced 
into the pulse waveform calculation will tend to be worst where T(:«) is stationary. 
Near ';hese stationary points the pulse envelope will be changing slowly anyway, 
and the approximation will be good wherever the pulsations in intensiv are wide 
coüipared to 5t. In summary, if the measured spectrogram is simple and single- 
valued in T, the procedure outlined here for deducing the pulse AM and FM 
characteristics from the measured spectrum and spectrogram shape (using Bqs. 
(l.2b), (1.6) and (1.5)) will be accurate except when the pulse duration is of 
the order of the reciprocal bandwidth. 

In the following, we calculate as examples the Y function for some simple 
spectrogram shapes. 

The Linear Chirp 

The relation between ui and T for a linear chirp is shown in Fig. 2. 

T(ttj) - r (uj|) + o IüJ-U/|' (1.7a) 

^(u))-  (cu-u;,) r(üV+ (O/2)(üJ-W|) (l/'b) 
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Direct integration of Eq.   (1.6) between the limits -« and » gives 

^(t) = (27r/o)l/2ei^,rM"7r/4j e-'r'11-■r<w«^+[t-T(wl)]
2/2o} (1.8) 

The carrier frequency at time t, given by differentiating the phase in Eq. (1.8) 

is u)i + [t - T((i)i)]/a corresponding to a frequency sweep rate a"l. The amplitude 

of '$  is constant. 

The Double-Valued w Case 

The interesting cases are whe.; («(T) is a multiple-valued function of T, which 

result in interference effects on the amplitude. In this section we consider two 

simple cases where w is double-valued and T(üü) has one extremum. The results of 

the two cases, for which the spectrograms have the forms shown in Figs. 3 and k, 
are qualitatively similar. 

The parabolic characteristic is given by 

rlu>)-- T0-T*{<ii-u>0), t1-9) 

Using Bq. (1.6), V.) 

^(t)^e-,^(,-^b,/V,T•3^I3/3e,;l(,■^0,dnM2ff/^,)e-
,Wo(,-7b, A, (-^.) (1.10) 

-X 

Here Ai denotes the Airy function12, which usually arises in turning-point 

problems^B. The interference between the upper and lower branches of the 

parabola shows up as the successive pulsations of the square of the Airy function. 

If the parabola of Fig. 3 is rotated through 90°» T becomes a double-valued 

function of w and a sequence of maxima and minima described by the same Airy 
function appear in the pulse spectrum1 . 

A similar case is illustrated in Fig. k where T(m) varies sinusoidally across 
the bandwidth Q and is at most double-valued. 

riu)-- T0 -»■ T2 COSTZTHW-UV/A] (l.lla) 

<(>iw)--wT0 + {Ar2/27r)sm[27r(<j-aj0)/ii] (1.11b) 

It is assumed that w spans the bandwidth of non-zero |g(u))|2,  so that in taking 
the Fourier transform in Eq.   (1.6) we may integrate over the reduced range -n 
to TT for the veriable 2n(w- i3)Q)/n.    Equation  (1.6) becomes 

*(t) = (n/27r) e'^^J* e^^dy (1.12) 
, -TT 
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where z - QT^^2" is one-half of the time bandwidth product, and v ■ n(t-T0)/2nr. 
Equation (1.12) can be written 

^(t) = ne,u'o(,'To) IPU) (ltl3) 

where J  (z) is the Anger function^ defined by 

JJ.2) •- — j cos (t/y -z sm y) dy 

Figure 5 depicts the square of the Anger function for a 100 cm"^- bandwidth and 

time-bandwidth products of 2, 6 and 20. Again the complexity of the pulse 

intensity resulting from a simple phase structure is illustrated. The TPF curve 

generated by the third Anger frunction of Fig. 5 is shown in Fig. 6 together with 

some TPF data reported by Shapiro and Duguay.1" These authors have used other 

pulse raodels*7 to fit their data. Notice that the convolution of Bq. (1.5) was 

not made prior to the TPF computation. A taper in the spectrum would probably 

reduce the shoulders in Fig. 6 and thereby improve the fit. Many other spectro- 

•ram forms would fit the data equally well, because the TPF data contain so little 
information on the actual pulse structure. 

Double-Valued w With Two Turning Points 

This case is modeled in Fig. 7, again with a sinusoidal variation as in Fig. h. 
The phase is now 

^»(UJ) - <ur0 -{ilT2/2 7r) COS Ztriu-uü/ü 

(1.1*0 

and with the same substitution as used in the previous section, the pulse is 
described by 

*m ■■  ne-,w°l,-To, | rcos ,ye-,zcos'dy       (1.15) 

This last integral can be expressed in terms of Lommel's functions.-' Figure 8 

depicts the intensity |Y(t)}2 for the same bandwidth and time bandwidth products 

as were used in Fig. 5. 

It should bs clear from tne above discussion that the dynamic spectrogram 

contains valuable information that is usually expressed otherwise in terms of 

pulse duration, bandwidth, amplitude modulation and phase modulation, and it is 

diffioult to oonceive of a measurement that conveys or obtains more information 

on a single pulse when the time reference is provided by the pulse itself. The 

next section of this paper is devoted to discussion of some experimental tech- 

niques for constructing the dynamic spectrogram. 
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Basic Principles of Measurement 

Reference to Fig. 1 shows that the basic elements of the experimental 

apparatus should be a set (or continuum) of bandpass filters for the vertical 

axis and a clock for the horizontal axis. The realization of the filter system 

will be discussed first. 

Consider the grating spectrometer-^-" shown in Fig. 9- The principal 

quantities characterizing this instrument are its angular dispersion de/dX 

(or do/dm) and its resolving power A./6X. In terras of the grating constant d and 

order of diffraction m, the resolving power is given by 

R.P = m ~i-i (1.16) 

or m times the number of rulings intercepted by the beam. The number given by 

Eq.. (1.16) is the smallest number of cycles that can be observed in a wave group 

at a point in the focal plant FF' for any short pulse input to the spectrometer. 

The angular dispersion is readily found from elementary grating theory,' and it 

might amount to typically 10 to 20 8 per mm in the focal plane of a lens 50 cm 

focal length. A short pulse incident on the grating will becojie canted at an 

angle a after diffraction and at some instant will be clustered around the region 

(CC, DD'). It is readily shown that the canting is a fundamental consequence of 

the angular dispersion, in that 

cota = (j do/da) (1.17) 

for any dispersive element. Wavelength \, clustered at some instant around CD 

passes through A in a minimum time of CE./c while \' passes through A' in a time 

(CE/c)(X,A). The point A thus corresponds to a filter tuned to frequency 

a) -- 2TC/A. with response time 5t = CE/c and bandwidth 6ti) = 2n/^t.    The filtering 
action at points P]_ and ?2  is different in that the response tjjne still corresponds 
to the duration of R.P. cycles, but the bandwidth is now increased because all 

wavelengths in the range \ to \' pass through P^ and P2 with \  preceeding \' at 
Vl  and following at P2. It is only in the focal plane that the bandwidth attains 

its 217/61 value. 

The wave groups CD and CD' generated by a 5- function input pulse pass 

through A and A' simultaneously. A snapshot of the pulse (CC ; DD* ) at some 

later time wou'M show the group (JJ'; KK') where obviously KK' precedes JJ'. 

Hence if one mistakenly believed that GC was the focal plane it would appear 

that wavelength components around \' always preceded those around > in the original 
pulse. This is an important consideration in the fast spectrometer design discussed 

below. 
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The foaal line FF' of the grating spectrometer thus provides the continuum 

of bandpass filters with enough angular dispersion, but the response time CE/c 

would be typically 100 to 200 psec for a small standard grating. The response 

time could be reduced by inserting another optical element that transforms the 

canted group (CC'; DD') into a group at right angles to the ray directions, like 

(DD'; EE'). However, if ;v = 90°, d6/du) is zero and the angular dispersion is lost. 

One method of straightening out the canted group without changing a  is to place 
a stepped mirror between the grating and lens as shown in Fig. 10. Since the 

reflection laws are obeyed at each step of the mirror, a  is preserved but the 
beam PiPi' of Fig. 10 is chopped into many beams in the region P2?2,> while the 

path lengths P0P2 and Po^' 
are equal. One might say that the grating has been 

imaged by the stepped mirror into a stepped sequence of narrow gratings, where 

the considerations of Fig. 9 pertaining to response time 5t apply to each narrow 

grating element, and where the stepped mirror block is swung to the appropriate 

angle to put all the 5t's of the elements into the same time slot of duration 6t. 

Experimental Details 

A spectrometer like that shown in the lower part of Fig. 10 has been built 

using sixty microscope slides of thickness 1.2 ram for the stepped mirror. The 

slides were stacked into a rectangular block and the end of the block was ground 

flat and polished. The block was then adjusted by placing the slide ends on a 

flat surface and tippir.g the stack through 18.5° and then clamping it. Under 

these conditions the response time 6t is calculated to be I.56 psec and the 

bandwidth at \ = l.Ob micron is 21.k  cm"-'-. Mechanical imperfections raise these 

values somewhat, but the 5t was verified to be about 2 psec10, which is adequate 

for studying pulses of a few picoseconds duration. 

It is clear that if the angular orientation of the fixed stepped mirror 

assembly is chosen to minimize the response time at wavelength \,  the response 
at \' is not minimom, but for a range of ajproximately 100 Ä or 200 Ä around 

10,600 8 there is not much spread in filter characteristics at the focal plane. 

Perhaps a better spectrometer design would eliminate this problem. 

Another imperfection of the instrument is that the radiation reaching a 

given step of the mirror has arrived from a direction that is wavelength dependent 

because of the angular dispersion of the grating. The longer wavelength 

components reaching the step have come from points further downstream on the grating 

surface and this causes the pulse to be longer a P2 than at fg'. It also intro- 

duces into the spectrometer a group delay time as measured from P0P0' to the 

focal plane FF' of the lens that increases with wavelength. This effect is 

rei'iced by aperturinr off part of the stepped mirror assembly and keeping the 
grating as close as possible to the stepped mirror. 

V/hen using the spectrometer an attempt is madp to minimize the response 

time for the middle of the spectrum and a correction for the effect mentioned is 

calculated from the elementary diffraction grating theory by measuring the distance 
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along the mean ray direction from the center of the stepped mirror to the grating. 

In actual apparatus used the error amounts to 1.53 psec delay per 100 A. This 

type of error can be avoided by designing the spectrometer such that the beam hits 

the stepped mirror before the grating. 

The fast spectrometer just described is capable of producing time-resolved 

spectra with a 2 psec resolution time. " Subpicosecond response time could be 

achieved easily if the bandwidth warranted it, simply by using thinner plates in 

the stepped mirror. 

When a pulse containing phase structure is passed into the spectrometer, 

wave groups of different frequencies pass through the focal line at different 

times determined by the time sequence of their occurrence in the pulse. If one 

could take a picture of the light in the focal region of the lens at an instant 

when the wave groups are passing through it, one would have the dynamic spectro- 

gram of the pulse. This can be done in effect by photographing the fluorescence 

following two-photon absorption (TPF) when the light pulse intersects another 

short pulse in a cell of the dye Rhodamine 6G dissolved in ethylene dichloride . 

In this technique the fluorescence is enhanced where the light pulses overlap and 

the motion of the second pulse provides the clock for the first as required for 

the horizontal axis of Fig. 1. 

The actual experiment ases a variation of the above technique, whereir the 

pulse is made to intersect its inverted image in the focal plane. The upper 

portion of Fig. 10 shows the TPF apparatus used. The focal plane FF' lies in the 

center of the dye cell. The beam is passed through a beam splitter B.S. and the 

spectrum is displayed in both senses in the plane FF': the wavelength increases 

in the direction FF" in one beam and decreases in the other. Each point except 

one in the focal plane corresponds to two wavelengths. The wavelength at the 

unique point is called \'  in Fig. 11. Suppose that the pulse to be analyzed has 

a monotonically decreasing wavelength (a frequency up-sweep). As this pulse 

approaches the focal plane from two sides the wave groups will at some instant 

occupy the regions of space indicated by the outer sausage-shaped forms in 

Fig. 11. This figure also shows the enhanced fluorescence in the region of the 

focal plane, and it is this enhanced fluorescence that shows up on the photograph. 

Notice that the enhanced region is shown as an antisymmetric display as it always 

must be, for we are measuring not the true spectrogram itself, but another 

function corresponding to the antisymmetrization about X'. The true spectrogram 

yould give the time of arrival T (cu) of the wavegroups as a function of UJ. In 

the present case, let the frequency corresponding to X1 be UJ , Then the frequency 

(U)0+AIü) intersects (aj3-Au)) in the dye cell causing two photon absorption at 2UJ, 

and the enhanced fluo-"~-~"--': io^lon traces out the antisymmetric function 

Tou0(AU))-TCIüQ fAuj) - T^UO - Aiu) = -T^-Au)) • In order to reconstruct r (w)  one would 
need to know the antisymmetrized functions above for several values of m^, 

obviously the central slope of the middle sausage of Fig. 11 gives dt/da) at 

u) = x!
0, which is the frequency sweep rate.  (The 1.53 psec/lOO A correction 

discussed earlier has to be added on.) 

-15- 
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The value of the self-intersecting u)0 is easily adjusted and measured. A 

calibrated interference filter with a 10 A wide passband is placed after the 

Galilean telescope of Fig. 10. The spectral plane FF' will then receive light 

at only two spots corresponding say to where the dashed lines intersect FF'. 

Knowing the wavelength dispersion in FF' and measuring the distance between the 

two spots (using for example burns on carbon paper placed in the plane FF') gives 

immediately the wavelength corresponding to the solid ray in FF'. If the lens in 

Fig. 10 is moved to the left the dashed rays move apart thus changing the self- 

intersecting wavelength. Hence (u0 is readily adjusted in this instrument. 

If the two mirrors M^ and Mg in Fig. 10 are replaced by a single mirror, the 

wavelength increases in the direction F'F in both beams, and one no longer has 

even the antisymmetrized spectrogram. However, this TPF displays the duration of 

the filter responses across the wavelength band, and this duration will equal the 

filter response time if the pulse has a sufficiently simple spectrogram, ^e 

stepped mirror may now be aligned to give the narrowest TPF, and this will 

correspond to the optimum spectrometer adjustment; i.e., minimum value of 6t. 

Some Experimental Results with a Mode-Locked Hd'Glass Laser 

The usual method of examining picosecond pulses by TPF is to intersect the 

light beam with itself inside the dye cell. ' >^' Figure 1.12 compares the 

results of three types of TPF measurement. The top picture is the standard TPF 

from which one deduces pulse duration. The second picture is made in the way Just 

discussed, and the fact that it is narrower than the top picture proves that the 

pulse has phase modulation. The bottom picture, shown for comparison, was made 

in the way indicated by Fig. 1.11, and it shows that the frequency sweep is 

positive. The slope of the central bright region proves that the pulses are 

phase modulated, with frequency increasing with time within each pulse. Were 

it not for the instrumentally introduced 1.53 psec/100 A, the bright region would 

be tilted even further than shown. All three pictures were made using essentially 

the entire laser beam cross section and the entire pulse train. Measurements of 

phase structure on single poises will be the subject of a future study. 
| 

A set of measurements^ talcing data like that in Fig. 1.11 is summarized in 

Fig. 1.13. The sweep rate is found by measuring the angle of tilt at the center 

of the die play, and the results are shewn in Fig. 13. The sweep rate at a given 

wavelength varies considerably from shot to shot, this variation being reflected 

in the spread indicated by the vertical bars in Fig. 13. (The particular laser 

on which the measurements were mads does not exhibit a very reproducible pulse 

train on successive shots.) 

It is instructive to attempt to interpret the results of pulse compressior 

experiments on the basis of the results shown in Fig. 13. One can draw a smooth 
line through the array of points to obtain a best fit in some sense.  (For example, 

all the data can be fitted with a regression exceeding 0.75 by a curve of the form: 
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R = a! + agCOsK^ -a^) + a, cos 3K(X - aj 

for sweep rate versus wavelength, although there is no theoretical reason for 

choosing this particular form.) We "onsider a pulse having a frequency sweep rate 

given by the above relation as a typical pulse. Simple integration gives the 

curve labelled I in Fig. l.l^+a for the relation between the group arrival time 

T (cu) and frequency uu. Curves II, III, and IV are derived from curve I by adding 

linear group delays of 3> 7j and 10 psec per 100 cm"^ and resetting the time 

origin in each case. These curves represent the frequency sweep characteristics 

that the pulse would have following pulse compression by a grating pair^ with 

various settings of the spacing between the gratings. Obviously the pulse 

corresponding to the curve III has the smallest effective time-bandwidth product 

o*" the set, and is, therefore, compressed better than the others. Curves II and 

III each have two turning points, and are thus qualitatively similar to the case 

discussed in connection with Fig. ?• 

Instead of computing Y(t) as defined by Eq. (1.6) for the curves of Fig. 1.7 

we assume a simple form for g(u)), which will be the st ie for each curve, and compute 

the pulse shapes. The form of |g((ü)|2 chosen is shown in the box in Fig. I«l4b. 

It consists of a pair of half Gaussian functions fitted together, the half widths 

being in the ratio of 2:1 and the total width between the l/e2 points being 

75 cm"l. The spectrur peaks at the u) corresponding to \ =10580 A. The exact 

shape of the spectrum has not been measured, but the form of g (a;) chosen here ^J 

probably a fairly good approximation. Using the left side of Eq. (1.5) with gy 

replaced by |g| we obtain the pulse shapes (intensity versus time) shown in 

Fig. l.lUb. Pulse I is asymmetric with a longer rise time than fall time. This 

asymmetry is due to the unsymmetrical spectrum and was first detected in TPF 

experiments in which the puJse train was crossed by a train of compiessed pulses. 

The effect of the curvature at the ends of curve I in Fig. l.i'4a is to make the 

initial rise and the fall at the end of the pulse more sudden than would arise 

from a purely linear frequency sweep. This same curvature causes turning points 

in curve II of Fig. ika  and thus leads to a double peaked pulse.  Pulse III has a 
width at half intensity of 0.^ psec. Pulse IV is still of about one picosecond 

width at half intensity beacuse the energy in the wings of the spectrum is spread 

over a large time. 

Conclusion 

We have shown that the method of dynamic spectroscopy is adaptible to optical 

pulses in the picosecond regime. The present experimental work has involved the 

antisymmetrized spectrogram. The full spectrogram could be obtained in one shot 

by crossing the dispersed pulse with its compressed counterpart. So far, the 

method is capable of producing only half of the information available in the 

technique because we measure only time of response in any filter and not the phase 
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o^ response carrier. Application of the technique to the pulses from a nnde-locked 

K  -lass laser yields not only new information on the details of the phase structure 

in  cypical pulse, but also gives results in accord vrith earlier measurements, 

such as pulse duration, pulse shape asymmetry, and pulse compressibility. The 

important application of this technique will be in the study of the phase structure 

of single pulses before and after their propagation through various optical media. 

The author thanks se/eral colleagues for valuable assistance during the course 

of this investigation. In particular, we acknowledge a stimulating discussion 

with Bruce Knight Ox the theoretical interpretation of spectrograma. Raymond Michaud 

made the stepped mirror, and P.. Bodurtha provided valuable technical assistance 

in the experiments. Dr. ■". Burdick computed the Anger and related functions as 
well as the TPF curve of Fig. 1.6. M. D. Sohn computed the pulse shapes in 

Fig. l.lkb. 
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SECTION II 

Higher Conservation Laws for an 

Inhomogeneously Broadened Medium 

The decomposition of intense pulses into a number of separate 2TT pulses has 

been described by numerical methods for an inhomogeneously broadened medium. 1»22 

It has been found that the final pulse amplitudes nay be fajrly accurately 

determined analytically by using higher conservation laws that are satisfied by 

the inhomogeneously broadened system. The conservation la'-rs are a generalization 
of those for the completely unbroadened system that were reported previously.^3,2 ^ 

The conservation laws that are obtained by interchanging § and T in Eqs. (2) 

and (3) of Ref. 23} Appendix A will express conservation laws obeyed by the electric 

fiel1" envelope since G = aT. It has been found that the extension of these past 

results to include inhomogeneous broadening is readily accomplished. If the terms 

in the | derivative ere  retained while those in the T derivative are suitably 
modified by employing the Bloch equations5 one obtains the conservation laws 

^Pn     dFn 
+ C -r— - 0 

(?t   ' <** (2.1) 

where 

(2.2) Pn = Fn + Tn 

and 

h2' 2 " ^ (2.3a) 

F .n-6/ 1*0  2 pZ**  ^ 8 P?  , 4 ^2 \ h'& [$£  --$£ £t + ■§& Zu + sS ttj (2J3C) 

r2 = a2 < 1 +A> 
(2.J+a) 

{2.l4b) 

Ts'-if2 [^r<A>-fF,2</V>-|J3<Au;^>+ -|^<(AWrV> (2.40) 
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in which e.-Jcl^c cr   where, in notation used previously, a' = 2rm Q-*r/hc and the 
T 0 0» 

angular brackets <> indicate an average over the spectrum of inhomogeneous 

broadening. 

Integration of Eq. (2,M over the entire length of f.8 host medium, assumed 

for convenience to be semi-infinite, and over all time leads to 

f^dxpnU.t) = c/^dtFnlO.t) (2>5) 

The functions Fn(o, t) may be calculated for a given pulse shape at x=0 by using 

Eqs. (2.3a-b). After the pulse has propagated far enough into the material for 

the steady-state pulse shapes to evolve, one may write 

~     N 
^(x.t) = I {2/Tj)sech(t-ti-x/vi)/Ti (2.6) 

where the T-^ are the pulse widths, the v^ are the corresponding pulse velocities 

and the tj are merely time delays which separate the various pulses. The value 

of U is determined by the area under the pulse at x = 0. For y''Q0^3n,  N = l, for 
3rr'-0o- 5rr, N = 2, etc. For each 2TT pulse the response of the two-level systems 

in the vicinity of the pulse is given by^^ 

A-OiSin^,, (2-7a) 

Ai = -I +2DlS!n2((/)|/2) (2.7b) 

^i = 2DiAwTtSir ^.j/2) (2.7c) 

where 

d>r-f    dt'J, (2.8) 

and 

Di--[l+(riAW)2]H (2'9) 
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There is, of course, a small region at the edge of the raedium within which 

the pulse evolution into a sequence of 2n pulses takes place. In this region 

Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) are inapplicable. An unknown amount of the population is 

left in an inverted state and values of the polarization (P and .?, are similarly 

unknown. In performing the spatial integration in Eq. (2.5), this fact is 

neglected and Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) are used over the entire range of the spatial 

integration. The closeness of the results thus obtained to those predicted by 
the exact numerical calculation shows that, as for the Korteweg-deVries equation25,26 

this transient region may indeed be ignored. For weaker initial pulses which 

result in only a single 2n  pulse, however, this initial region is no longer 
negligible. Hence only pulses which have an initial area greater than 3rr are 

considered in the following. 

For the initial pulse profile 

£(o,t) = (ecAto)sech(f/t0) (2tl0) 

one finds 

/•CO 2 

toi>F2(o,t)=(e0/7r) (2>lla) 

to/^dtF^O.f) = f (Öo/7r)2[^ (6b/77 f-l] (k.llb) 

tojf^dtFelO.t) = (56/45) {Qo/wf [± (60/w)4 - jr {Q^f + I ] (2.11c) 

Also, substitution of Eqs.   (2.6) and  (2.7) into Eq.   (2.2) and integration over 
the entire length of the medium yields 

/   dxyo2=2cIai (2.12a) 

/V^i-Clc.,3 (2.12b) 

l%s-^cla' (2.12c) 
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where a. =2/T,- = [&)      .    As noted above, one expects two pulses for ^<■ Q„<'yn. i xx max J 

In this case only the first two conservation laws are needed and one finds 

0\ + o2-- ?fri1F2 

(2.13) 
a, -t-aj iftite, 

For 5n<.eo^7TT, three pulses will be obtained.    Hence one requires the solution of 

a i +02+03= 2-y*dtF2 

of + a|-Kot = 3/d*F4 (2.110 

0? +0* +O3 =l5/dtF6 

One sees fram Eqs. (2.3a-b) that the higher conservation lavs depend upon 

higher derivatives of the initial pulse shape. Hence the decomposition of strong 

pulses is expected to be sensitive to the detailed structure of the initial pulse 
profile. Such sensitivity has bean noted in experimental observations.^7 

In F^0. 15 the roots of Eqs. (2.13) and (2.1^) divided by ir(o, t)inax are 

plotted as a function of 60. Equation (2.13) possesses solutions for values of 

9_ for which three pulses are to be expected. The locus of these unphysical 

solutions is given by the dashed portion of Fig. 15. The crosses are results 
obtained from numerical solutions of the equations which describe optical pulse 

propagation and are seen to be in quite good agreement with the approximate values 

obtained from the conservation laws. The numerical results include cases in which 

tp/Tg* varies from 0.1 to 10. The lack of complete correspondence is due partly 

to the improper treatment of the initial region in which the isolated pulses have 

not formed and partly to the fact that the correct amplitudes must satisfy all the 

higher conservation laws and not merely the lowest two or three that have been used 

here. Further work on this subject is currently being pursued. 
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SECTION III 

Transient Stimulated Raman Scattering 

In the previous annual technical report (J920it79-21) extensive experimental 

data were presented on transient stimulated Raman scattering i1- liquids and gases. 

With the exception of the time delay between the generated Stokes pulse and the 

incident laser pulse, the experimental work succeeded in verifying all of the 

theoretical predictions concerning transient stimulated Raman scattering. In a 

recent reexamination of transient Raman scattering with picosecond pulses, carried 

out in collaboration with R. L. Carman at Harvard IMivarsity, we have succeeded 

in a more quantitative comparison of theory and experiment and have observed for 

the first time the predicted Stokes pulse delay. 

The following discussion is based on a paper entitled "Experimental 

Investigation of Transient Stimulated Raman Scattering in a Linearly Dispersionless 

Mediim" by R. L. Carman and M. E. Mack that has been prepared for submission to 

the Physical Review. 

Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) induced by picosecond duration light pulses 
has been discussed by many authors from both an experimental1-^ and theoretical^»3C 

point of view. Realistic numerical calculations in this transient regime recently 

performed took into account practical laser pulse shapes in predicting the Stokes 

pulse duration, the SRS gain, and the delay between the peak amplitudes of the 

Stokes and laser light pulses.30 Earlier experimental work suggested that in the 

case of picosecond duration light pulses generated by a mode-locked ruby laser, 

the Stokes pulses were certainly no longer in duration than the pump pulses.31 

Three serious limitations to this earlier work were the presence of strong self 

focusing in the CCl^. the lack of control in the gain leading to a high probability 

of saturation and laser depletion, and the presence of significant linear dispersion, 

the deleterious effects of which were indicated in previous work. Here we present 

data on a system with negligible dispersion which verifies many features of the 

numerical results under conditions where self focusing and laser depletion can be 

neglected. In addition, the data add further support to the notion that the pulse 

should have a time dependence which is close to Gaussian.32 

Of vital importance to a careful study of transient SRS is the absence of ths 

effects of both linear dispersion and self focusing. As a result, much effort was 

expended in selecting a material which would minimize both. Linear dispersion 

tends to cause the Stokes wave packet to either speed ahead (normal dispersion) or 
lag behind (anomalous dispersion) the laser wave packet. Since the transiency 

introduces a delay of the Stnkes amplitude peak with respect to the laser ampli- 

tude peak, dispersion will either improve or degrade the synchronism of the two 

wave packets, or more importantly of their phases. The net result is an alteration 

of the parameters associated with the Stokes pulse, including the magnitude and 
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dependence of the gain coefficient. The criteria for determining the importance 
of dispersion was presented in earlier work.^ For dispersive effects to be 
negligible, the phase synchronism length determined by dispersion must be much 
greater than the length required for the gain to restore the constant phase 
difference between the laser and Stokes field. This is the case if 

\da)/r  \d'Jü/, 

.->>Ü-V , 

cAv SSs-
r (3.1) 

where iv is the laser pump line width in the medium, e^ssz ^g ^e  steady state 
SRS gain for the same intensity, and V  is the molecular vibrational line width all 
expressed in units of cm-1. Thus, the quantity to be minimized is 

C^)2 'Wr   Wc 

It is clear from Eq. (3.1) that it is unwise to use a laser whose bandwidth 
is much larger than is required to cause a transient response if dispersive 
effects are to be made small. At this point, it is convenient to define the 
ratio of the velocity of light in vacuum and the group velocity of the wave 
packet in the medium, na,  which is basically the analog of the index of 
refraction, n, in the case of the phase velocity, or 

n  ak    an 
£   bus dX (3.2) 

where \  is the wavelength of the light in vacuum. Restating Eq. (3.1)j in terms 
of the group index difference dng= |(ng)^- (ng)s|, we find 

(3.3) 

In Table I, both n and nff are given for the number of gases at atmos iric pressure 
and 0oC. For purposes of comparison, a few liquids are also included. The values 
of jn, indicated for the gases are those obtained by scaling up linearly to the 
typical operating pressure at which vibrational SRS would be observed. When the 
operating pressure is close to the liquification pressure at room temperature, 
one should scale with the density as was done for SFg in Table I instead of with 
pressure. In the other materials operated close to liquification, ^n„ in the 
table is too low by the ratio o0p/(Dj_ atm P)- Even at the very high required pressure 
;-ases are mare than an order of magnitude less dispersive than are liquids. 
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The gases listed in Table I represent relatively high Raman gain materials 

which are available at reasonably high pressure and whose stimulated Raman shifted 

components have been observed.33 xn addition to the vibrational SR3 component, 

the rotational analog has also been observed with picosecond pulse e}:citation33 

for the cases of I^O, CO^, and 02« In Table II, estimates of the transient 

vibrational SRS gain and the rotational Raman y2 are given, where y  is the aniso- 
tropic part of the molecular polarizability tensor. The rotational SRS cross 

section is proportional to y2.    It is clear fum Table II that both ethylene 
and chlorine gas should ^Iso have stimulated rotational Raman bands. The 

existence of rotational SRS is important because it represents a competing mode 

of operation and because it effectively increases the line width Av of the pump 

causing dispersion to be more important for the vibrational SRS. Therefore, all 

five gases, NpO, CO2, C^, CI2 and C2KI1 must be eliminated as sample candidates. 

Of the remaining ten gases in Table I, SF5 is the least dispersive by a 

factor between two and fourty-five. Although values of a^/äR and R are not 

available for SF^, the very low threshold for transient vibrational SRS as well 

as the very high conversion efficiencies (up to 70^) observed experiffientally33 

indicate a large vibrational Raman cross section. In addition, we have never 

observed rotational SRS in SFg under any conditions. 

The remaining question of the importance of self-focusing effects at our 

required operating conditions was then investigated for SF5. A mode-locked ruby 

laser was used which produced approximately 10 to 15 milliJoules per pulse within 

a 0.5 x 1.0 cm elliptical cross section at a divergence angle of between 0.5 and 
1 milliradian^ The output intensity profile was locally uniform over at least 

2 mm. Near field photographs of the collimated beam passing through a 50 cm cell 

were indistinguishable with and without gas. Also, investigations were made of 

both the laser and Stokes beam spatial profile in the case of focusing the pump 

with a 50 cm lens.   Again no spatial effects were attributable to self focusing. 

Finally, using the measured self-focusing threshold in liquid 3Fg,30 and extrapo- 

lating to gas density indicates that much higher field strengths would be required 

for self focusing to be important than are needed for SRS. 

The experiments were performed with the mode-locked ruby laser described 

above at output energies of between 5 and 10 milliJoules per pulse. The beam was 

focused with a one-meter focal length lens into the 50 cm long cell of SF^. The 

SFg operating pressure was 18 atmospheres. The diagnostics are illustrated in 
Fig. 1 7. Both incident and transmitted laser energies per pulse were monitored by 

photodiode §1,  and data was taken only when both signals were the same height to 
within 3%  for each pulse. At such a low conversion efficiency, overall laser 

depletion is not important. In the absence of self-focusing local laser depletion 

effects are avoided as well. A second fast rise time photodiode (#2) monitored 
the Stokes energy generated per pulse. Figure 17 shows corresponding laser and 

Stokes pulse trains under strong conversion conditions. Typical laser depletion 
oscillograms are shown in Pigs. 18a and iSb under acceptable conditions. Figure l8a 

shows the result of either raising the laser output or changing to a 50 cm focal 
length lens at the cell input. 
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The two photon absorption fluorescence setup, illustrated in Fig. 16, was 

isolated from the experiment by Filter #3, which had a factor of 100 attenuation 

per pass at the laser frequency. Filter #3 also had the property of making the 

laser and Stokes intensities comparable under the operating conditions described 

above. A cylindrical lens was used to intensify the overlap region and had the 

additional advantage of reducing the depth of field requirements of the camera 

lens. Filters #5 and #6 were of equal optical path length, and were used in the 

following three modes in conjunction with Filter #+: (l) Filters #5 and #6 were 

removed ccsnpletely and Filter $k was an IR cutoff filter transmitting just the 
laser bean. This resulted in a laser pulse duration measurement. (2) Filters #5 

and #6 were removed completely and Filter #it was a UV cutoff filter transmitting 

just the Stokes beam. This resulted in a Stokes pulse duration measurement. 

(3) Filter #+ was absent, and Filter #5 was a UV cutoff filter while Filter #6 was 

an IR cutoff filter. This resulted in running the forward directed laser beam 

against the beainsplit Stokes beam. This display should have been undisplaced 

from that of condition.'? (1) and (2) if no delay existed and f-« pulse duration 

measured in (3) should be that of the longer pulse duration. For good contrast 

in the two photon absorption-fluorescence photographs, the Stokes and laser 

intensities in the overlap region must be nearly equal. Because we require 

operation, which avoids saturation and laser depletion, small fluctuations in the 

laser output intensity results in large variations in the relative Raman cell 
output beam intensities. As a result a large number of laser firings were required 

to obtain useable data. 

In order to avoid errors due to a systematic change in the operation of the 

laser, data was taken in cycles, where each cycle involved going through the above 

modes sequentially. Using about 2.5 psec duration laser pulses, the Stokes 

duration ts was consistently, about a third shorter than the laser duration tj^. 

This is in contrast to the CCl^ work^-*- where ts>tL as well as t <tT was 

encountered. A typical output display for the 2.5 psec duration excitation is 

shown in Fig. 19. 

Using these short pulses, it would be very difficult to determine quantitatively 

the size of any delay between the laser and Stokes pulse peaks since the delay would 

be expected to be less than one laser pulse duration.30 Consequently, the laser 

pulse duration was lengthened to Tj,« 15 psec. The time-bandwidth product remained 
at unity.3^ 

In Fig. 20 we show two traces of the spontaneous Raman line width, F, of 
the 775 cm"^- moie in SFg, which indicate that the response will still be transient 

with the longer pulses. Trace (a) was taken using a Spex doubl.? grating mono- 

chromator in conjunction with an argon laser operating on the . 1^5 A lina. The 

measured width was 2.75 ciir1 for the Stokes plus slit function, while the laser 

lins measured 1.1 cm"-*- (pure slit function), corresponding to an actual line 

width for the SFg 775 cm"i mode or F* 1.65 cm"^-. Trace (b) was taken using a 

piezoelectrically scanned Fabry-Perot interfero;neter in conjunction wit i a 

multichannel analyzer and the same argon laser. While 90-minute integration times 

were required with a one second scan time, the very weak signal was sufficiently 
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large after filtering out the laser line to yield a line width of l.k ± 0.2 cm"1. 

The two methods were in good agreement, and a pulse duration of 15 psec was, 

therefore, justifiable since the condition for transiency is that r«GssAv where 

eGss is the steady state gain assuming the same incident intensity. Since 

oscillation requires G_ >10, this relationship is satisfied. 
OS 

The results of experiments carried out with the 15 psec duration excitation 

are shown in Fig. 21. line relevant quantities are for a laser pulse duration 

tL = 15 psec, the Stokes pulse duration ts = 9 psec, and the delay between intensity 

maxima t0=6 psec. This represents the first experimental verification of the 

delay as well aj the first clear demonstration of the pulse shortening. 

In Fig. 22, we have reproduced for the sake of completeness sons of the 
numerical results30 which are relevant to these experiments. An important 

parameter is the product of T and tL = l/^v, and for the 15 psec duration laser 

pulses, PtLssl. The second important piece of information is the laser pulse 

shape. Figure 22 is for a Gaussian temporal distribution for the laser, and it 

shows that for tg/t^ = 0.6 we have a transient gain e^t where Ct>« 9- Reading 

vertically, we then find that ti)/tjJ = 0.k2 which is in reasonably good agreement 
with the experimental value. Finally, the corresponding steady state gain would 

be eGss, where Gss=25. 

Since all the two photon absorption fluorescence data were not taken 

simultaneously, one cannot choose with certainty between various models for the 

ruby laser pulse shape. However, if the time variation of the laser electric 

field envelope is assumed to be of the form Eil<*e~\*'/T\nt  the multiple shot data 
described above indicates that n must be in the range 1.5<n<3, where n = 2 is 

the Gaussian. 

These experiments confirm enough of the details of the transient SR3 theory 

to provide a reasonable confidence in its validity. However, a lack of linear 

dispersion is the exception in the historically important Raman active materials, 

as well as in long range atmospheric pressure gas paths. Dus to the difficulty 

of the numerical calculations which include linear dispersive effects, experimental 

confirmation of the present theory under exceptionally clean and simple conditions 

is very important. These experiments provide that confirmation. In addition, 

calculations on self-induced transparency and other coherent effects associated 

with the stimulated Raman process require a complete understanding and description 

of the low field effects. Finally, an understanding of the competition between 

various nonlinear processes such as rotational SRS with vibratioral SRS, frequency 

broadening with SRS, self focusing with various inelastic stimulated scattering 

processes, etc., depends on how well we can model the independent processes. 

From an experimental point of view, the feasibility of determining approximate 

laser pulse shapes using SRS has been demonstrated for the simple case of a time- 

bandwidth product one pulse. In the more complicated cases of the mode-locked 

Nd:glass laser or mode-locked organic dye lasers, one may hope to learn something 

about the reproducibility of any temporal structure, as well as the effective rate 
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of rise ani fall of the envelope of any temporal structure. However, the wider 

laser pulse bandwidth and large time bandwidth product tj^v implies that dispersive 

effects will play a more important role. In order to do a similar experiment to 

the one reported here, higher intensities and shorter cell lengths would have to 

be employed. The condition on the intensity can be obtained directly from 

Eq. (S.B), namely, 

^ss 
2(Zi"rAng 

(3.3) 

Therefore, for the same magnitude of frtig ani degree of satisfaction of the 
inequality the laser intensity must scale quadratically with the bandwidth. This 

implies that for the same transient gain that the interaction length z would scale 

inversely with approximately the laser bandwidth squared times the laser pulse 
duration. 

Vibrational Decay Measurements in Gases 

Several experiments are presently in progress to exploit transient stimulated 

Raman scattering for vlbrational decay measurements in gases. Other techniques 

for vibrational decay measurement as for example shock tube analysis, require 

elevated temperatures to produce the necessary vibrational excitation. Stimulated 

Raman scattering provides a unique method for producing a relatively large non- 

equilibrimn vibrational population at room temperature or below if desired. For 

gapes other than hydrogen or methane picosecond pulse excitation must be used in 

order to avoid detrimental Brillouin competition. 
3 

Having produced the necessary vibrational population several techniques 

are available to monitor its decay. For gases having an allowed infrared tranai- 

tion from the excited (v = l) vibrational state, normal fluorescence may be used to 

determine the decay rate. Such experiments are now in progress in carbon 

monoxide. An infrared signal at the proper wavelength has been detected but it 

has not yet been determined whether this represents actual fluorescence or a 

non-linear parametric down conversion (the 2000 crn"^ line in CO is both infrared 

and Raman active). For gases lacking an infrared active transition from the 

vibrationally excited state, there are two other techniques for monitoring- 

vibratlocal decay. The first involves detecting in a Schlieren system the 
index of refraction changes which result from the thermal!zation of the vibration- 

al population. Although simple in principle, this teclniqus is subject to other 

laboratory perturbations and so can be difficult to implement in practice. The 

second technique involves the use of a second laser, producing spontaneous anti- 

Stokes scattering from the excited vibrational population. This latter technique 

is highly specific but the signal levels can be quite low. Both techniques are 

being tested. Progress will be reported at a later date. 

i 

1 
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SECTION IV 

Dye Lasers 

Ultrafast Capillary Flashlamps 

In the previous technical report, J920479-23> 'the basic circuit design for 

the ultrafast capillary flashlamp was described and preliminary operating data 

was presented. A 2.8 joule, 38 kV version of this device has been built and 

teSvS'd for dye laser pumping. As in the previously described units the energy 

is carried in two, 1.2 nira bore, 3 am O.D. capillary flashlamps with an arc length 

of 26 mm. One valuable feature of these lamps, not noted previously is thnt at 

the present energy loading the lamps are self-cleaning. Evaporated quartz and 

tungsten electrod materiel is blown out of the arc region past the electrodes by 

the force of the discharge. The same situation has been found to occur in slower 

r.'.se time capillary lamps of similar construction.3' 

In the present capillary flashlamp unit lead inductance has been reduced to 

a minimum. The 10 - 90^ flash rise time is approximately 12 nanoseconds, and the 

flash duration (MEIHl is about 50 nanoseconds. As in the previous devices the 

effective color temperature is very high, on the order of 100,000oX, and as a 

result, the optical energy conversion efficiency is somewhat low, about 2% 
in the range from 2200 % - 5000 Ä. 

Using a polished aluminum foil reflector, the two capillary flashlar.ps are 

close coupled to a U mm O.D., 3 mm I.D., 35 mm long quartz dye cell. Lasing was 

easily achieved with a number of the xanthene dyes including sodium fl^orescein, 
rhedamine 60, and rhodamine B. With a mlrrcr reflectivity product of 0.9, lasing 

could be produced in ethanol solutions over a uroad range of concentrations, from 

10"^ M to room temperature saturated solutions (>10'2 M). Optimum output occurred 

with a concentration of about 10-3 M and a mirror reflectivity product of 0.5. 

With this arrangement the peak power output was from 1-5 kilowatts and the energy 

output was ~0.1-0.5 milliJoule. At high concentrations (near saturated solutions) 

sodium fluorescein and rhodamine 6G produced a superfluorescent emission in a ring 

shaped near field pattern. 

Despite the strong gain observed in the above dyes, few of the other normally 

strongly lasing dyes could be made to läse with the fast rise time flashlamp. Of 

the blue emitting dyes only the coumarin, 7-diethylamino-U-methyl coumarin, 

could be lased and then only over a very narrow range of concentrations with a 

mirror reflectivity product >0.95. None of the scintillator dyes could be made 

to läse despite the better match between their primary absorption bands and the 

strongly peaked UV emission of the flashlamps. This rich UV emission may be the 

source of the difficulty. The intense ultraviolet radiation may populate excited 

states in the dyes which are absorbing at the lasing wavelength. Such a situation 

does occur in other lasers such as, for example, the Wd:YAG laser. This possibility 
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will be investigated further upon completion of the 10 joule fast rise time 

flashlPTiip described later on in ■Mils section. 

Several interesting transient effects are observed with the i'ast flashlamp 

pumped xanthene dye lasers. Figure 23 shows the results obtaiixed using a 

2x 10"3 M ethanol solution of sodium fluorescein. The cavity mirror reflectivity 

product was 0.9. For the four photographs shown in Fig. 23» the oscilloscope was 

triggered using the output from a second photodiode which was set up to observe 

the flashla.np. Successive photographs of the flashlamp output (Fig. 23a) indicate 

that the jitter in the oscilloscope triggering is negligible on the time scale of 

Fig. 23. The laser output (Figs. 23h -ZZ")  is seen to be delayed and in Figs. 23b 
and 23c, at least, is seen to begin with a prominent initial spike. This initial 

spiking has also been observed in the case of laser pumping.38 it must be noted 

that the delay exhiLited in Figs. 23b - 23d truly represents a delay and not simply 

the time needed for the pump light to reach the required pumping threshold. 
In 'Fig. 23b, for example, the lasing begins near the peak of the pumping pulse 

(Fig. 23a) yet it continues until bhe pumping pulse is nearly over. 

The origin of the initial spike and the cause for the delay are easily 

understcoi. At the beginning of the pumping pulse the photon density in the gain 

bandwidth of the dye is very low. As time goes on the inversion will build up 

due to the continued pumping and the photon density will grow due to fluorescence. 

The inversion will increase until the fluorescence is amplified to such a level 

that the loss of inversion through stimulated emission balances the increase due 

to the pumping. If the pumping rate increases sufficiently rapidly this maximum 

inversioi can be several timas the normal threshold inversion. The laser then 

emits a giant pulse in much the same way a Q-switched laser uoes. The so callrd 

"hair trigger mode"39 of ruby laser operation closely parallels the prerent 

situation. The delay time observed in Figs. 23b - 23d is just the time required 

for the photon density tc be amplified to a level sufficient to deplete the 

Inversion by stimulated emission, A similar delay also occurs in Q-switchii-g. 

These effects of transient pumping observed here in the ultrafast flashlamp pumped 

dye laser have also been noted in the atmospheric pressure CO2 laser*^ and in the 

iodine flash photolysis laser.^2 

The natural time scale fo: transient pumping effects as for Q-switching 

(see ref 40) is the cavity decay tißä, which is the cavity round trip transit 

time divided by the fractional photon loss per round trip. For equal initial 

inversions (as measured in terms of the threshold inversion), the initial spike 
rise time and the delay time will scale rfith the cavity decay time. Sorokin38 

has already noted that the spike rise time decreases with increased output 

coupling. In Fig. 03 the cavity decay time has been varied by changing the cavity 

length. To the extent that liffraction losses are negligible this leaves the 

initial inversion imaffected. Figure 23 shows very clearly the increase in 
r^se time and delay time w!ih increased cavity decay tim^. The increase is 

slightly more rapid than a xinear proportionality due to the loss of inversion 

by spontaneors decay during the delay period. This also accounts for the decreased 

peak power ir going from the 9 ^m cavity to the 25 cm cavity. 
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Fast Rise Time Uhconflned Discharge Lamps 

The capillary flashlamps discussed in the previous section suffer from 

several important drawbacks. The one millimeter bore, 3 millimeter O.D. 

capillaries will safely handle about 0.5 joule per centimeter of arc length, A 

10 Joule lamp, then, would have to be 20 cm long. An imnense voltage wc Id be 

required to break down such a lamp unless the gas pressures were lowered helow 

atmospheric. However, reducing the pressure has been found to reduce the light 

output. In addition, the inductance of such a long narrow arc would be rather 

high. Some improvement in energy handling capability can be gained by increasing 

the capillary bore diameter or by increasing its wall thickness. Unfortunately, 
if the bore diameter is increased much beyond one millimeter the diüCharge is 

found to meander around the walls down the lamp. Tha light output is decreased 

and the rise time is increased. Increasing the wall thickness of the capillary 

does give some gain in energy handling capability. However, an order of magni- 

tude improvement in energy handling would require an inordinately thick lamp. 

These difficulties are overcome in the unconfined discheirge lamp. This type 

of lamp consists very simply of a pressurized spark gap with transparent (fused 

quartz) walls. The discharge is unconfined in that the arc size (and position) 

are not determined by the walls of the lamp. This fa,ct has several rather 

important consequences. There is substantially more volume available for shock 

wave dissipation in this type of lamp than in the more usual type of lamp. 

Consequently, the la-.v has a relatively high energy handling capability. Since 

the envelope walls are removed from the arc and since the gas pressure is high 

(>1 atmosphere), wall d posits are greatly reduced, thus, increasing the useful 

lamp lifetime substantially. The open construction of the lamp permits the use 

of massive, cool running electrodes. Despite the simnle, open construction, low 

indu?tanoe structures (to 2x10-0 H) are easily made. 

Initial testing of the fast rise time unconfined discharge lamp was carried 

out using a lamp consisting of a 2.9 cm O.D., 2.5 cm I.D. by 10.0 cm long piece of 

fused quartz with J in. diameter tungsten electrodes inserted through aluminum 

plates fastened to the tube ends. The electrode spacing was adjustable. Various 

size ringing inductors were used i;» the discharge circuit (see technical report 

J920!;79-23) giving breakdown delay times of from 100 nsec to ^00 nsec. "Tie 

results for a 200 nsec breakdown delay time are representative and are included 

here. The stored energy at the 35 kV operating voltage was 2.5 joules (kOOO pf 
total capacitance). 

With the present circuit arrangement, if the fill gas or the gap separation 

is changed, the gas pressure must be adjusted to give the required breakdown 

delay time, in this case 200 nsec. Figure 2k  shows the gas pressure needed for a 
200 nsec delay as a function of gap separation for four of the fill gases tried, 

air, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and argon. Th? pressure required is seen to 
increase rabidly as the gap separation is reduced. 
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Figure 25 shows the temporal distribution of tl"ä output flash. The 10 - 90)J 

flash rise time was 10 nsec independent of the fill gas and arc length except for 

the very short arcs where appreciable circuit ringing was encountered. The peak 

power of the lamp and the flash duration depended strongly on the gap separation 

and ths f 11 gas used as indicated in Figs. 26 and 27. The peak power outputs 

are renarkably similar for the different gases. The flash output durations on 

the other hand vary considerably from gas to gas. With a 1.2 cm gap separation 

tha output duration varies from 35 nsec with nitrogen or air to 1^0 nsec with xenon 

as the filling gas. Since the peak light outputs are about the same, this indicates 

that the total energy output with the xenon is about four times higher than with 

nitrogen or air. The electrical to optical conversion efficiency in the range 

from 2200 - 5^00 R  for the xenon was about four percent. The decrease in peak 

light output and the increase in flash duration is very likely due to the 

inability of the driving circuit to match the low impedence of the short arc. 

With gap spacings in the 0.2-0.5 cm range substantial ringing was observed in 

the flash output. 

Tests similar to those described above have been run at the 5.0 joule input 

level (35  kV, 8000 pf total capacitance) using a one centimeter arc length and 
nitrogen and xenon as the fill -•ases. With either gas the 10-90^ rise, time was 

again 10 nsec. Curiously with the higher energy input the peak power outputs and 

the flash durations with the two gases were nearly the same. The optical conver- 

sion efficiencies were between two and four percent for both gase»?. 

Preliminary life testing was carried out at the five Joule input level. The 

gap separation was 1.0 cm and air was used as the filling gas. No particular 

care was taken in cleaning the lamp electrodes and the lamp jacket, nor was the 

air used for filling the lamp in any way cleaned or purified. The lamp was fired 

at from three to five pulses per second, the lamp lifetime to half power output 

was found to be in excess of 40,000 shots. It is quite likely that this can be 

extended substantially by better preassembly cleaning procedures and possibly by 

flowing the gas through the discharge region. 

Under construction now is the integrated flashlamp-capacitor unit shown in 

Fig. 28, This unit consists of two rnylar  insulated hOOG pf, 50 kV, parallel plate 
capacitors with an arc lamp built into the center. The unit would store 10 joules 

of energy at its maximum charge voltage. The parallel plate storage capacitors 

offer a much lower inductance than the bariic titanate capacitors used in the 

tests described above. The major inductance in the circuit is that of the lamp, 

about 20 nH. 

The small arc volume and the opan construction of the unconfined discharge 

lamps necessitate the use of some type of imaging to couple the flashlamp output 

into the dye cell. The coupling cavity should be axially symmstric about the arc 

for greatest arc stability, A spherical pumping cavity of the type shown in 

Fig. 29 has been constructed. The arc lamp is located along the axis of the 

sphere near the bottom. Spherical abberation results in an extended image along 

the upper axis of the sphere. Computer simulation has shown that the on axis 
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intensity is uniform to ± 30% over the central 1.5 in. of the image. Other types 

of imaging cavities, such as an elliptical cavity or a double parabola, were 

investigated but these were dropped fron consideration because of their higher 

fabrication costs and because they offered only a slight improvement at best. 

The spherical cavity which has been made consisiis of two B in.dia. mating, 

spun hemispheres, whi h have been polished on the inside and coated with evaporated 

aluminum. The dye cell, is 2 in. long and protrudes through the top of the upper 

hemisphere. Four 1/8 in.dia, stainless steel tubes carry the liquid through the 

cavity to the bottom of the dye cell. These      very little of the pump light. 
The dye laser cavity consists of a fused silic roof prism mounted within the 

sphere and dielectric mirror mounted directly on top of the sphere. The overall 

length of the optical cavity is only 8 cm. 

High Power Flashlamps 

The open discharge lamp dienussed in the previous section for fast rise time 

applications is also well suited for slower rise time, high efficiency, high 

power operation. When operated in a simple static breakdown circuit th» rise 

time of the output flash degraded but the optical efficiency improves. . With 

200 - 300 nsec rise time operation up to 20^0 electrical to optical conversion 
efficiency has been observed. The lamp is ideal for high repetition rate opera- 

tion. As noted earlier wall deposits iro minimized and heavy electrodes may be 

used. As a result of the high pressure the deionization is rapid. If very high 

repetition rates are desired a fast flow of fill gas through the discharge 

region can be used both to replenish the gas in the lamp between shots and to 

some degree to cool the lamp. 

Two high power flashlamp units have been built and tested. The first used 

a low inductance, 0.6 p,f Maxwell Laboratories capacitor operated at 6 kV (~ 10 

joules). This lamp had a gap separation of one centimeter and used argon as the 

fill gas. The argon was flowed through the lamp at a rate of 10- 30 liters (ST?) 

per minute and at a pressure of about 1 atm. The flash rise time was 250 nsec 

and the flash duration (FWHM), 1.2-1.5 a sec. The electrical to optical 

conversion efficiency was in the range of 7 - 1^. 

This lamp has been operated at repetition rates of up to 120 pps giving 

the lamp an average power dissipation of approximately 1.2 kilowatts. The life 

to half pö>rer output for this lamp was in the range of 10,OX to 50,OD0 shots, 
limited primarily by evaporation of electrode material onto the quartz envelope. 

For the sake of expediency the electrodes had been made of steel. 

The second high power discharge lump utilized a 25 kV, 0.3 if (100 joule) 

low inductance, high repetition rate coaxial capacitor. The lamp was designed 

to be used with the same spherical puiiping cavity as the fast rise time discharge 

lamp described in the previous section. The gap separation in this .lamp is 2 cm. 

The fill gas is an argon-nitrogen mixture which is flowed through the lamp at. 

2-3 atm. and at a flow rate of 1 liter per second. The lamp has been tested at 
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energy inputs of up to 75 joules per pulse and at average power Inputs of several 
hundred watts (presently lifted by the power supply). Ac 50 Joules per pulse the 
rise time is 200 nsec, the duration (wm)  is 1.1 usec and the electrical to optical 
conversion efficiency is 9-18%.    in contrast ^o the previous lamp this device 
uses tungsten electrodes. This lamp should be an ideal pump source for a high 
output dye laser. It will be tested for this purpose shortly. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

(Figs. 1 - Ik only) 

1 The phase structure curve depicting relation between carrier frequency and 

time. An attempt to measure tie curve would involve measuring the times 

that filters tuned to different frequencies would respond. 

2 The linear chirp, characterized by a linear relation between carrier 

frequency and time. 

3 A double-valued u) versus T can be modeled by a parabolic relationship, which 

leads to an Airy function for V. The pulse intensity is modulated by the 

interference between the upper and lower branches of the parabola. 

k     A sinusoidal form of the double-valued UP versus T. The quantity f^/2^ is 

denoted by z in Fig. 5. 

5 Pulse intensities for a flat 100 cm"1 bandwidth depicted for z=l,3, and 10. 

The number of cycles of beat depends on the product 2z of bandwidth and 

duration. 

6 The TPF curve: [^(t)! ^(t+t)!2 dt versus T computed from the 4» for s=10 

in Fig. 5. Experimental points shown are from Shapiro and Duguay ^1"), 

7 Double-valued U>-T relationship with two turning points, modeled on a 

sinusoidal variation. Again the quantity 0^/217 is denoted by z. 

8 Pulse intensities for the same z values and bandwidth as for Fig. 5. The 

intensities show less fine structure than Fig. 5 because of the smaller 

beat frequencies between the different branches. 

9 Part of a diffraction grating spectrometer illustrating some features of 

its response to a short pulse input. 

10 Grating spectrometer modified for picosecond type response time. The 

spectrum is displayed in opposite directions in the focal plane FF' for the 

two opposing beams. A camera, not shown, photographs from above the 

fluorescence produced in the cell to provide a measure of frequency sweep 

rate. 

11 The sausage shaped form and its inverted image represent the wave group 

constituting an optical pulse as it approaches the focal plane. In the 

hypothetical pulse illustrated the long wavelength components precede the 

shorter wavelengths. The fluorescence enhancement produced in the aye where 

the wave groups intersect gives the antisymmetrized spectrogram. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

(cont'd) 

12 Top: TPF produced by a pulse intersecting itself in fluorescent dye cell. 

The pulse has not been dispersed by a spectrometer. Middle: TPF made from 

pulse that has been dispersed in the fast spectrometer. The pulse image 

has not been inverted as shown in Fig. 11. The spectrometer is adjusted 

for minimum response time using this configuration. Bottom: TPF made by 

the method shown in Fig. 11. The slope of the display gives the frequency 

sweep rate directly. 

13 Summary of a set of trequency sweep rates measured for ultrashort pulses 

from a Nd:glass laser. The vertical bars indicate the extent of the var- 

iations from shot to shot of the laser. 

ih      (a) Curve I is constructed so that its slope at any point is consistent 

with the measurements summarized in Fig. 13. Curves II, III and W represent 

the results of a pulse compression wherein group delays of k,  7> and 10 psec/ 
100 cm"^- have been introduced, (b) Pulse shapes reconstructed from the 

spectrum shown in the box together with the phase information contained in 

the upper curves. 
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K920479-27 FIG. 1 

THE PHASE STRUCTURE CURVE 
(DEPICTING RELATION BETWEEN FREQUENCY AND TIME) 
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K920479-27 FIG. 3 

PARABOLIC CHARACTERISTIC   AND AIRY FUNCTION PULSE 
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K920479-27 F;G. 4 

SINUSOIDAL MODEL FOR DOUBLE-VALUED CO 
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K920479-27 FIG. 6 

TPF OF 2 = 10 ANGER FUNCTION 
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K920479-27 FIG. 7 

SINUSOIDAL MODEL HAVING TWO TURNING POINTS 
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K920479-27 PIC. 8 

PULSE FORMS FOR THE  TWO  TURNING POINT MODEL 
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K920479-27 FIG. 10 

APPARATUS FOR MEASURING CHIRP CHARACTERISTICS 
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K92Ü479-27 FIC. 12 

COMPARISON OF THREE METHODS FOR TPF 
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FIG. 13 
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K920479-27 FIG. 14 

EFFECT OF PULSE COMPRESSION 
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STOKES GENERATIOM !N SF, 

INCIDENT AND TRANSM'TTED LASER 
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K920479-27 FIG. 18 

LASER DEPLETION DUE TO STOKES CONVERSION IN SF6 
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TWO PHOTON FLUORESCENCE~SF6 
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FIG. 20 

SPONTANEOUS RAMAN LINE IN SF6 
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FIG. 21 

RAMAN STOKES PULSE WIDTH AND DELAY - SF/ 
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PREDICTED PROPERTIES OF TRANSIENT STIMULATED STOKES SCATTERING 
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TRANSIENT PUMPING IN DYE LASERS 
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K920479-27 FIG. 24 

PRESSURE AND GAP FOR 20D nsec DELAY WITH 30 KV 
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UNCONFINED ARC LAMP 

NITROGEN - 10 nsee/cm 

CARBON D"OXIDE - 100 nsec cm 
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PEAK LIGHT OUTPUT VS. GAP AND GAS 
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K920479-27 FIG. 27 

OUTPUT DURATION AT 50 percent POINTS 
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DYE LASER PUMPING SCHEME 


